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Learning to Live with Paradox 
fRANK VELTMAN 

A Diagnosis 1 

Examples of the Sorites paradox are easy to come by. All you need is a vague predicate 
p, preferably one with a comparative form, the use of which is guided by the following 
principle: 

If two objects are observationally indistinguishable in the respects rele 
vant to P, then either both satisfy Por else neither of them does. 

Following [2], we will refer to this principle, which expresses the Equivalence of 
Observationally Indistinguishable objects, as EOI.2 With such a vague predicate P, 
one can nearly always associate a domain D and a relation > p with the following 
properties: 

(i) Dis nonempty; the elements ofD are similar in kind and (therefore) comparable 
in the respects relevant to P. 

(ii) > p is the irreflexive and transitive relation on D consisting of the pairs (d, e) of 
which the first element d is observationally more P than the second element e. 

(iii) There are objects d and e in D such that 

(a) P clearly applies tod; 

(b) P clearly does not apply to e; 

(c) There is a finite sequence of objects d = d0,d1, ... ,dn-i,dn = e in D 
such that for any two successive objects di and di+l in this sequence, neither 
di >p di+l, nor di+l >pd;. 

Lei us write x ~ p y iff neither x > p y nor y > p x. Whenever z ~ p y, x and y 
are observationally indistinguishable in the respects relevant to the predicate P, and 
~erefore it is tempting to read '.x ~ p y' as 'x is observationally just as P as y'. We 
Wil! not resist this temptation, even though ~ p need not be an equivalence relation. 
lnat is, ~P is reflexive and symmetric, but not in general transitive. It may very well 
lx:cur that there is no discriminable difference between the objects x and y - x is 
observationally just as Pas y - and no discriminable difference between the objects 

I 
~nd_z -y is observationally just as Pas z - whereas x and z can be discriminated 
~servationally more P than z. It is easy to see now how the paradox can 

llie~an of these comments are copied from notes for a course on logical analysis which were inspired by 1tk of Hans Kamp and Michael Dummett. See in particular [I] and [2]. 
"16], the principle EOI is referred to as the Principle of Tolerance. 
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arise. The principle EOI forces us to use the predicate P in a way that would only be 
coherent if the relation :::::: p were transitive. For, what else does EOI express but: 

(EOI 1) For any x, y E 'D, if x :=::::p y and P applies to x, P applies toy. 

So, you cannot assign the predicate P to d0 without having to assign it to d1, d2, d3, ... , 
and, finally, to dn as well. EOI forces you to do so, even though :::::: p is not transitive· 
do and dn could be so far apart- do has got no hairs, dn has 150,000 hairs; the tem: 
perature of do is 2° C, the temperature of dn is 80° C - that it would seem perfectly 
all-right to say that do is P - bald, or cold - but that dn is not. It looks like we are 
in a predicament: either we stick to the principle EOI, in which case we are forced to 
conclude that the use of at least some observational predicates is intrinsically incon 
sistent, or we give up this principle, in which case it seems to follow that there are no 
truly observational predicates. 

Modifying EOI 
Most logicians choose the second horn of this dilemma and try to loosen the ties 
between vague predicates and observation, without having to cut them. One way to 
do this can already be found in in Russell [3]. Consider the observational relation 
> p. The problem is that its resolution is too poor: an object x can in fact be more 
P than an object y, without observationally being so. Our powers of discrimination 
are limited; that is why observational equivalence is not transitive. We can, however, 
define a relation >j, from > p which, as it were, increases the resolution: 

Definition Let > p be an irreflexive and transitive relation on a domain 'D. Define the 
sharpening > j, of> p relative to 'D by: x > j, y if and only if 
either (i) x, y E 'D and there is some z E 'D such that z > p y and not z > p z, 
or (ii) x, y E 'D and there is some z E 'D such that x > p zand not y > p z. 

Suppose you are faced with three objects d1 and d2, and d3; you cannot see any dif 
ference in length between d1 and d2; you cannot see any difference in length between 
d2 and d3 either; but you can see a difference in length between d1 and d3: d1 is 
observationally shorter than d3. Wouldn't you then conclude that there must be a dif 
ference in length between d1 and d2 even though you cannot see it by the naked eye? 
Wouldn't you be inclined to say then that d1 is in fact shorter than d2, even though 
this is not observationally so? It is easy to see that >j, is irreflexive and transitive, 
and that >pÇ>j,. Hence, we can really think of >j, as a sharpening of >p. Now, 
define a relation :=::::j, from >j, in a way analogous to the way ::::::p is defined from >P: 
x :=::::j, y iff neither x > j, y nor y > j, x. Then we find that even though :::::: p is not nee· 
essarily transitive, :=::::j, is. Indeed, :=::::j, is an equivalence relation. So, if we replace the 
formalization of the principle EOI given above by the following new formalization: 

(EOI 2) For any x, y E 'D, if x :=::::j, y and P applies to x, then P applies 
toy, 

contradictions need no longer arise. Suppose you are presented with a series of ;b 
jects as described in the beginning of this section. Given the first formulation ° .; 
principle of EIO, you cannot assign the predicate P to do without having ~o a~~O 
it to d1, da, d3, ... , and finally to dn as well. But given the second formulation lint 
2), you need not be led into contradicting yourself. (EOI 2) allows you to draw a 
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somewhere, while (EOI I) does not CJ I 
dk in the series such that d > d . b ear y, there must be three objects d d d 

' P k, ut not d. > d '' •+I, an dk, and you can deny the truth of· th . t-i- L P le- Choose such d, d. and 
. e premise that 'f d· · . '' z+1, di+! are observationally distingu1·shabl . I ' is P, di+1 is. Indeed d and 

· e in a respect J ' ' observational predicate x > d 1. re evant to P, since the pu 1 • d ,-..,* P k app res to di, but not t d re y 
>pan ,...,P really observational? Well th o Hl· Are these new relations 
h I ti · , ey are clearly n t di 1 t ere awn > p. In many cases it . . . o irect Y observational lik 
servation whether >j, (or ::::::'p) a I ;~e:~~oss1~Je t~ d~cide on the basis of direct ob~ 
the definition of >j, (and hence i~~he d fia _P_a1r of objects or not. This is because in 
hil >* d * e muon of:::::;*) a if . w Ie P an :::::; P are not direct! b . P quann cation occurs But 

h Y o servat1onal the . · , 
the sense t at they are defined tiro di , y are certarnly observational in · m a 1rectly ob · of logic alone. Every statement co t . . servat1onal relation > P by means 
· · n arnrng references to > * * into an equivalent expression in whi h Por :::::;P can be translated 

Th Ic no referenc · 
> P· erefore, if (EOI I) is replaced b (EOI 2 e is ~ade to relations other than 
pand direct observation are not severed~ the . ),_ the links between the predicate 
guided by mere observation is just re lac~d pnnc1~Je _that the use of p should be 
by observation aided by reason Th p by_ the principle that it should be guided 
OJ . · ere are various re E IS not very attractive-' Th . asons why this modification f . . . . e most important o . h . o 

powers of d1scnmrnation are always th _ne is t at it presupposes that ones 
b . e same. But It may 1 we o serve some difference at o very we I happen that where 

I . * ne moment we don't s dif 
re anons > P and ::::::'p are not stable It' h ee any ifference the next. The 
· I · s ere that the th f m. am pretty sure that they w1·11 . h eory o Zhou & Zhang comes reject t e abov I · 
they are well aware that human perce t· e so ution to the paradox because 
h d P ion constantly ch 4 . ' 
t e para ox also amounts to a mod1'fi . anges. Still, their solution of 
b cation of EOI o h · 
ound on the number of steps we c k . . n t err account there is an upper 

something that obviously has the an ma e usrng the principle of EOI starting from 
d . property p - a sta d d p 

an gorng step by step to things that get I n ar. as they would call it - 
bound is, depends on the indistinguishabiJ'~ss ~n~ less P. Where exactly this upper 
constant relation, the upper bound is I y re atron at hand. Given that this is not a 
P' d not constant eith Th . 
. shan non-P's but we cannot exactly draw it Th I 'er. ere IS a line separating the 
int e first place. . at s why these predicates are vague 

A more pragmatic solution 
îhe_way _Zhou & Zhang define this u er b . . . 
has Its price. If we were to follow the~p d ?und is quite rngenious. But this ingenuity 
vague ct· Ir a vice we should b 
U pre icates than the unrestricted EOI IJ e much more careful usinz 
se vagu ct· . a ows Yes if 1 ° h e a recnves the way Zhou & Zh . , I peop e were prepared to 

w y should they? Even if th , ang suggest, paradox could be avoided B 
someti ey re aware that the slo · ut 
becau m~s leads to paradox, they might still ref ppy :ay they_ use vague adjectives 
is, I it in the vast majority ·of cases this slo ~e to c an~e this way of using them 
& Zh in~, the reaction a philosopher like vJ-!PY ay _serves Its purpose just fine. This 
the pangs solution to the paradox but lo an ittgen_stern would have, not only to Zhou 
and hhilos?phica/ Investigations Wittge t ~ solution that proposes to modify EOI. In 

e Wntes· ns em compares meaning rules with sig 
3 · n-posts 
See ch , apter8in[4Ji .. 

,._ Îhe indist. . or an extensive discussion 
"P her 1118111shab/e relation - I e~ . e, bur they 1 . . . r-:r P ays much the same role · Zh . 

ten,1ons that th re J.t1v1ze 1_h1s relation to a condition <p. The . . i;. ou & . Zhang s paper as the relation 
e in JS!ingmshability relation can have unde resu ting_rela11ons ~r,,p model the possible 

r various circumstances described by <p. 
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. . d if under normal circumstances, it fulfills its 
The sign-post is in or er - I , 

purpose. 
· tein (l 957) PI§ 87 · 

W1ttgens , . . Je of EOI After all, normally 
. g with the pnnc1p . . l f 

In other words, their is nothing w:on most of them very well distingu1shab e rom 
we are dealing with just a few obJect\ d ot give rise to inconsistency; normally, 

h other In those circumstances EO . oes n ti onal situations - i.e. when we are 
eac · . ell Only m excep I g B 
it serves its purpose quite w . . s as described above - things go wron . ~t 
confronted with sequen_ces .of obJect 'cold' and 'tall' are not meant to be used m 
then, vague predicates ltke bald and a~:re is other, finer tools; we shoul~ no longer 
those situations; what we sho.uld u~e b t in terms of numbers of hairs, d~grees 
talk in terms of 'cold', and short e~h, u& Zhang agree here. As ~hey see it, the 

t. rade or millimeters. Actually, ou t ols of vague predicates are used een rg . . when the coarse o . ,1 Sorites Paradox typically anses . hen one starts saying things like I so~eone 
id b side with these finer tools, i.e. w . h . s someone with 234566 hairs on 

si e y . d i t bald then neit er I h d . h 23567 hairs on his hea is no. . , I f clash between on the one an wit h S tes is the resu t o a . . h bili hi h d' They write that t e on . f bservational indistmgu1s a i ity is ea . . here the notion o o h 
(i) a"macroscopic" perspective w h d (ii) a "microscopic" perspective w ere we 
plays a central role, and on the othe\/n ters s Still they go on proposing a semantic 

t hairs and measure length by rm ime . to modify the coarse tools, where coun . They propose th 
Solution rather than a pragmatic one. . ely reflects that one should not use ese 

. h t the Sontes mer li bl Wittgenstein would cl~1m t a I ther more delicate, ones are app tea e. 
coarse tools in a situation where on y o , 

Bl!~~~m~~~:s paradox. Synthese, fnO~Oiifn~\~~
5
1ditor, Aspects of Philosophical Logic, 

( I] . W. The paradox of the heap. . 1981. 
(21 K(1a2m3'.1 SJS)~D. Ïleidel Publishing Compandy,TDruotrhd- ~e;!tg, e Allen and Unwin, Londo2n0,l\0940. 

· · t Meanmg an · U · ity Press · 
(31 Russell, B.: An Inquirrn orly· In Praise of Vagueness. Oxford n~ers; nthese '33:253-272(1976). 
(41 ~;~e;;t_~\~~ :O~~e/:a~\ac.y: What didffer;:~~l~~i~n~i:~~t:a:a:~/ This v~\ume, 2013. 
(51 'B d Zhang L. Vague Class an a 
(61 Zhoe, . an ' ·· 

s See (51 for a insightful discussion of this point. 

Comments on Zhou and Zhang 
WEN-FANG WANG 

In "Vague Class and a Resolution to Bald Paradox", Zhou and Zhang propose 
an account of the genesis of the vague concept bald (and the extension of the 
predicate "bald") and a solution to the sorites paradox involving that concept. Ac 
cording to their account, the concept bald is formed (or learned) first by giving 
some "examples" or paradigm cases of bald heads and then by extending its ap 
plications to heads indistinguishable from these paradigm cases. It is emphasized 
in the account that paradigm cases and the relation of indistinguishability jointly 
determine a clear-cut boundary for the predicate "is bald". It is also emphasized 
that the property of being bald is attributed to a head, not on the ground of counting 
the number of its hairs, but on the ground that one's overall visual impression of 
the distribution of hairs on the head is indistinguishable from his/her impression of 
that of some paradigm cases. The problem of the bald paradox is then diagnosed 
by Zhou and Zhang as consisting of two parts. First, there is a repeated "switch" 
from the sensational concept (what they call the "impressive perspective") bald to 
the measurement concept (what they call the "measuring perspective") the num 
ber of hairs, which unduly connects them together. Second and more importantly, 
because the boundary of the concept bald is sharply determined by its paradigm 
cases and the relation of inditinguishability, the inductive premise in the bald para 
dox (i.e., "If a head with n hairs is bald, so is a head with n+ I hairs") "should have 
an upper bound" of its application, i.e., must not hold for some number m. After 
giving their account of the concept bald and the bald paradox, Zhou and Zhang 
go on to show how the predicate "is bald", "is standardly bald", and "is vaguely 
bald" can all be defined syntactically and determined semantically in a classical 
first-order language with a primitive one-place predicate "Gbald" ("is a paradigm 
case of being bald") and a primitive two-place predicate "x ;:;:;bald y" ("x is in 
distinguishable from y w.r.t. baldness"). Even though they recognize that their 
account of the predicate "is bald" may not apply generally to all vague predicates, 
they still give their account in a very general way obviously with the hope that its 
application can at least be extended to a significant portion of vague predicates in 
our natural languages. 

Though feeling interested, I am inclined to think that Zhou and Zhang's account 
is not on the right track and has less value than they think. To begin with, one 




